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ABSTRACT 
 
The existence of a mobile application on a variety of 
smartphones can be used to make it easier for parents to look 
for child caregivers for a short period of time. By utilizing the 
GPS (Global Positioning System) feature and internet 
connection which is generally integrated in a smartphone, 
parents can find caregivers children that are available with 
the closest location to the place of residence more quickly and 
easily. This application is made on the Android platform, 
which is one smartphone platform that is quite popular. The 
proposed system includes local baby sitter and parents can 
order available of day care agency. Also, this will provide 
Parents / user to local nearest baby sitter through TIPBAY 
Application. 
 
Key words: Services Oriented Architecture (SOA), 
E-commerce, B2C, GPS finder, Web Services.  
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) is a method to design, 
develop, deploy, and manage systems that represent the 
function of a business that can be reused [1]. SOA is currently 
emerging as a very popular methodology and is useful for 
developing the company's business and integrating enterprise 
applications, where SOA is a technical framework that 
enables companies to provide platform-independent and 
self-describing business function [2]. SOA examine several 
services with new challenges that has been explained by 
[3].The concept of SOA is to combine business, technology, 
and IT management perspectives: First, from a business 
perspective, SOA is used to enhance the ability of 
organizations to do business with their customers. Then, 

 
 

relate to  a technological point of view, the characteristic of 
SOA is y modularity services that can be reused, Besides that, 
from an IT management perspective, SOA provides a new 
method for designing IT application portfolios [4].To support 
an application that will be built, it must use SOA technology 
because of an architecture that allows the process of 
exchanging data between parts easier [5]. SOA technology 
had been implemented and built in uses Location Based 
Service (LBS) is a service that functions to find a location by 
utilizing Global Positioning System (GPS) technology [6] 
contained in the Android mobile feature that allows it to do 
activities using mobile phone [7]. The use of web services is 
also very necessary to build an application, because the web 
service to combine a system consisting of data and 
applications to perform an integration [8], and still prioritize 
security by using a JSON parsing process designed to 
facilitate data exchange for users by providing convenience in 
carrying out the process. [9]. Mothers may feel they are 
creating a better environment for their children by choosing to 
stay at home, but this may create a stressful atmosphere in the 
home. Parents without an outlet for their stress may be 
hampering instead of helping their children [10].Women who 
have managed to force their careers meanwhile baby sitting  
children  at the same time report that young women do not 
believe they can do the same. Nannies were traditionally 
common to upper class or wealthy Indonesian households 
before 1980-ish who had busy social calendars and needed 
help raising their children. Today, nearly 60 % of big cities 
families in Indonesia have nannies or caretakers in their 
home, and a majority of these homes do not fall into the 
"privileged" category. We can see in an economy and  jobs, 
there will be the need for millions of children to be in the care 
of people other than their parents. Many mothers who employ 
nannies are actually overstretched working women, a number 
of whom (contrary to their professional personas) suffer from 
an inability to clearly express their expectations and demands 
to the people they pay to care for their children.  The fact is 
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different here. The working mothers are comparatively 
healthier and endure less from depression than non-working 
moth [11]. Based on statistics  from parents and information 
in the nanny industry we will  developed a useful Indonesian 
baby sitter finder application call TIPBAY, which we  may 
like to introduce to enable working mom or parents to find 
their nanny and  easily keep track on mobile apps 
 
2. RELATED WORKS 
 
The internet usage in Indonesia is growing rapidly, it created 
an ecosystem where e-commerce has a potential in opening 
multi sector access to new markets. E-commerce becomes 
vital to the business success because it can be easily accepted 
by the community nowadays. Electronic commerce is an 
emerging concept that describes the process of buying and 
selling or exchanging of products, services and information 
via computer networks including internet [12]. E-commerce 
offers benefits for both customers and sellers. The main 
benefit from the customers’ point of view is significant 
increase and saves of time and eases access from anywhere in 
the globe [13]. For the sellers’ point of view, it can increase 
revenue and reduce operation and maintenance costs through 
internet [14].However, there is always a challenge in the 
e-commerce era such as lack of knowledge regarding the 
impact of emerging technologies on current architecture [15]. 
SOA is one of the solutions to overcome the challenge. 
Currently, the most widely used technologies in the 
implementation of application integration architecture is 
offered by Web Services, with some SOA concepts [16]. 
There is a lot of SOA implementation in e-commerce area. 
Implementation of SOA in E-Mall KUKM services (Ministry 
of Cooperatives and Small and Medium Enterprises of the 
Republic of Indonesia) [17]. This design can produce 
registration validation automation services, shopping baskets, 
cashiers, payment automation, tracking online shipments, 
and real time information by integrating Email systems, 
banks, shipping expeditions, and SMS gateway providers. 
This system is better than the previous system where the 
services provided only deal with promotions and information 
on KUKM products and transaction processes that still rely on 
manual systems. Implementation of the SOA method in 
Purchase Order Management on e-commerce systems [18]. In 
conventional e-commerce systems, core processes from 
Purchase Order Management are centralized into one 
application. For example, the inventory system of goods 
becomes one with the web portal and is not connected to other 
systems such as the shipping company system and the Bank's 
payment system. Transaction processing is long because there 
is no integration between systems and the absence of 
automation in the POM process. With the SOA design 
created, POM transactions can be integrated with the 
surrounding system and to increase customer shopping 
satisfaction. Transactions based on cellular phones are 
developing not only in the financial services sector. but also 
become a business sector. Users of mobile devices always 
experience an increase from year to year. This can make the 

business done through mobile devices grow rapidly. In 
Indonesia, m-commerce or mobile-based commercial 
transactions have not grown as fast as other Asian countries. 
But in terms of consumption, mobile users are growing faster. 
Mobile commerce, which is often called m-commerce in 
general is a mobile activity based on mobile devices, such as 
mobile phones. Therefore m-commerce offers convenience, 
both for consumers and producers in making transactions. 
This is believed to be able to provide added value in the sale 
and purchase of goods and services. Mobile phone-based 
commercial transactions develop not only in the financial 
services sector. Will further dive in the business sector. Users 
of mobile devices continue to show an increase every year. 
Even one person can now have more than one mobile device. 
It is not impossible that the number of mobile devices used 
will be greater than the population. The results of the 
Accenture study of 1,100 respondents in Asia show that the 
Asian mobile market grows 25% annually. Indonesia with a 
large population certainly has great potential. In addition, 
69% of the responses chose cell phones as a means of 
payment. This figure is an indication of the business of the 
growth of mobile users. In Indonesia, m-commerce or 
mobile-based commercial transactions have not grown as fast 
as other Asian countries. But in terms of consumption, mobile 
users are growing faster. In addition, according to the Nielsen 
study, 48% of internet users in Indonesia access the internet 
via cell phones. This has become a potential marker for 
business [19]. The following are some of the examples of 
Implementation of Service Oriented Architecture-Based on 
Mobile Commerce  [20].Implementation of Service Oriented 
Architecture In Bank Negara Indonesia. In December 2006, 
BNI felt challenged to implement SOA to achieve its vision. 
And after going through 4 phases of implementation, now 
BNI is able to provide an IT-based system to support its 
business with an efficiency increase of 50-70%. Currently, 
BNI has transferred its Internet banking, mobile banking and 
ATM services into the SOA infrastructure. This is what 
makes this bank able to quickly add new features to the 
various electronic channels [21].Business-to-consumer (B2C) 
is an online transaction model with the concept of business 
people (goods / service owners) can market their products to 
consumers (customers). This concept is very good to be used 
by businesses to facilitate marketing of products / services 
[22].To boost  implementation of this business model, the use 
of information technology is needed to improve business 
quality in terms of speed, accuracy and efficiency in large 
quantities [23], in addition to improving business quality, 
information technology can also build communication links 
between business people and customers through various 
online channels including online shops [23].Given that 
information technology services must also ensure that these 
services are in line with consumer expectations, especially for 
organizations whose business processes be determined by 
information technology services [23]. 
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3.  RESEARCH   METHODOLOGY 
 
Research Methodology step in assessment of SOA 
development for TIPBAY that we use in writing this paper 
represented by the diagram as below (figure 1): 

 
Figure 1: Research Methodology 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Structured Module of TIPBAY based on SOA Layer 
Architecture (figure 2)will be described as (1). Presentation 
Layer is a android mobile application that can be used as a 
media for users to access TIPBAY; (2). Business Process 
Layer explain 3 main business processes carried out by 
TIPBAY; (3).The service layer (front-end, back-end) of the 3 
main business processes of TIPBAY above, running with 
several services mentioned previously which are mutually 
integrated through data and communication with back-end 
support that explains the technical links;, and (4). Integration 
services describe three external entities that integrated each 
other on TIPBAY application for essentials functions. Data 
and Application Layer all data used will be stored centrally on 
a data server consisting of data based on important 
components on TIPBAY 
 

 
Figure 2: SOA Layer TIPBAY 

 
TIPBAY application (figure 3)has numerous  of services  
request and response services due to the several requirements 
to perform service area in the system process. All External 
entity which has sign the contract will give the access to the 
data or information which can be used by this application. 
Through Google Location API and load balancers  those 
entities can communicate each other in order  to exchange the 
data which is needed in current business process. Database is 
used to store all data which is used by this application. 
TIPBAY application is constructed using the postgresql 
database on the cloud server and using load balancers in order 
to split the traffic. When the data search process. TIPBAY 
application is also made using a special server and separate 
from the transaction process with the purpose of not troubling 
search process with transaction process. Throughout the data 
search process, TIPBAY application also using Google 
Location API with the purpose of finding the nearest location.  
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Figure 3: User interface TIPBAY application 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4: TIPBAY application user design 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
The proposed system includes local baby sitter and parents 
can order available of Daycare agency. Also, this will provide 
Parents / user to local nearest baby sitter through TIPBAY 
Application. Practically any software development process, 
including the process of software development for the Baby 
sitter industry, implies certain necessary features, each of 
which must be thoroughly worked out. The perfect type of 
software that finds qualified Baby sitter  in the shortest terms 
would be an GOJEK / GRAB-like mobile app. The 
development of such an exemplary solution would include the 
following capabilities/attributes such as,  Maps integration; 
Two account types – user & baby sitter / agency accounts; 
Connection of baby sitter  database; Displaying active baby 
sitter  on the map & hiding inactive baby sitter ; Rating system 
with user reviews; Client notifications of baby sitter  arriving 
at an address (for users); Connection of an Payment gateway 
for online transactions (for users).This study aims to produce 

a mobile application that can help parents to get child care 
facilities in a short and short period of time around them, so 
that they are expected to maximize activities and avoid their  
child being neglected. 
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